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1. A League will utilize Dizzy Dean rules as guidelines, subject to these local rules. Tees will not 
be used at this level. 

2. In A League, players are primarily league age 7, however some age 8’s are permitted to play 
in this league if appropriate based on the evaluation of league officials. No Age 6 players are 
permitted to play up in the age 7 league permanently however age 6 players can have 
opportunities to play up from time to time on call-ups. 

3. We will keep score in A League. Although many players are aware of the score at this level, 
coaches and parents should make every effort to de-emphasize winning and losing and 
concentrate on developing the fundamentals of the game. Five inning player lineups are to be 
exchanged between managers prior to each game. 

4. COACH PITCH RULES – The majority are from the Dizzy Dean rule book 
A League will follow Dizzy Dean rules as it relates to coach pitch rules.  

• All Offensive Coaches (pitchers) must pitch the ball OVERHAND to each batter.  Prior to 
spring break, batters will receive six (6) pitches or three (3) sings – whichever comes 
first. After spring break, batters will receive five (5) pitches or (3) sings, whichever comes 
first. If the batter does not put the ball in play on the last (5th/6th) pitch, it will be 
considered a strike out and an out will be recorded. If the last pitch is fouled off, the 
batter may continue to bat until the ball is put in play or the batter swings and misses. If 
the last pitch (5th or 6th) is bunted foul the batter is out. Please Note – in the second half 
of the season, the number of pitches may decrease to 5 and all rules above apply. The A 
League Director will send out an email when/if this change occurs. 

• The pitcher may pitch anywhere from in front of the designated foul arc to the pitching 
circle. He must keep one foot on or straddle the pitching-line. 

 
• When the batter puts the ball in play, the offensive coach (pitcher) must attempt to 

leave the field and try to pick up the batter’s bat. 
 
• The offensive coach (pitcher) may only coach the batter until he reaches first (1st) 

base or after he leaves third (3rd) base. 
5. The ball must travel beyond the chalk line in front of the plate to be considered in fair territory. 

There should be a “chalk line” on each of the fields marking this area or else the edge of the 
grass in front of home plate. 

6. If a batted ball strikes the pitching coach, the ball is considered “dead” and the pitch will be 
replayed. If the pitching coach intentionally (in the umpire’s judgment) allows the ball to hit 
him, the batter will be out and a dead ball called. No runner ay advance. 

7. There is a five (5) run max per inning for the first three innings. There is a limit of 10 runs 
allowed in the 4th and 5th innings. 

8. No steals are allowed in this league. A one base advancement will be allowed on over throws 
from infield position players, including the catcher. No advancement is allowed on overthrows 
from the outfield (see Rule 15 for advancement on balls hit to the outfield). No more than 1 
base advancement is allowed on any single at bat. 
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9. Time limit will be 1 hour and 30 minutes or 5 innings of baseball. No inning can start after the one 
hour and 30 minutes time limit but you can complete an inning if it has started prior to the one-hour 
and 30 minute time limit. If the outcome of the game is mathematically determined, teams may play 
until the 1.5 hour time limit is reached and the scoreboard will be turned off. 

10. An inning will end when the defense gets 3 outs or the maximum run limit is reached for that inning. 
11. On defense, a maximum of 5 players are allowed in the infield. A player will not be allowed to play 

more than 2 consecutive innings at a position and cannot play the same position more than 3 innings 
total. Example – Johnny can play 1st base the 1st, 3rd and 4th inning, but he cannot play the 1st, 
2nd and 3rd. Each player must play a minimum of 1 inning in the infield and outfield in the first 4 
innings. 

12. The position of catcher will be used and this position is not considered an infield position for rotation 
purposes. We will utilize a “parent catcher” to collect the balls and ensure safety. The catcher or 
parent catcher will return the ball to the pitcher. The catcher will not chase after the ball if it gets 
away. The catcher will remain in the catcher’s box (designated area) regardless of whether or not the 
ball is caught, until the ball is batted into play. If a catcher is not ready to take position at first pitch of 
each inning, the game will continue without delay. This will require each team to assign an adult to 
dress and undress each catcher each inning. 

13. On defense, 4 outfielders will be used and they must be on the outfield grass and at least 15 feet 
from any base and behind the painted line in the outfield. Outfielders are not allowed to play a “deep 
2nd or Short” Their position must be at a true outfield depth 

14. There can be no force outs made at a base by an outfielder running the ball into the infield and 
touching the base (i.e. has to be a thrown ball from the outfield to the base for an out).   

15. On defense, a maximum of two coaches may be on the field at any time. Coaches should position 
themselves just behind the behind the base paths on the edge of the outfield grass. 

16. On a ball hit to the outfield, the runner’s advancement is measured once the ball is thrown back to 
the infield (as soon as it hits any part of the infield dirt - controlled or not). The runners can advance 
to the next base at their own risk, but only if they are half way to that next base. If they have not 
made it half way, they go back to the previous base once play is stopped. If the runner attempts to 
return to the previous base before play is stopped, they do so at their own risk. A chalk mark half way 
between the base paths to visually see the half way point may be on the field. 

17. If the SSYS lightning system goes off, all play must stop and everyone must leave the fields and take 
cover at the pavilion until the systems gives the clear signal. This league will not take any chances 
with weather. Either coach has the ability (and responsibility) to cancel the game if they feel the 
children are at risk. 

18. Rainouts will be made up when possible and by the SSYS scheduler. 
19. We will use a soft baseball for this league - Level 5 – this is a soft ball, but not as soft as the 

International and Rookie League 
20. Playoff seeding and tiebreaker rules: 

• Seeding order for playoffs will be determined by best overall record/winning% (i.e. 9-2-1 /.792 is 
better than 10-3 /.769) ties count as 1/2 win 

• If there are ties in the standings then the tiebreakers, in order, will be: 
− 1st tiebreaker- Head to Head amongst all teams involved in the tie* 
− 2nd tiebreaker-Least total runs allowed PER GAME during the season (100 runs/ 

12 games = 8.33) 
− 3rd tiebreaker- Greatest run differential (capped at 7 runs per game) 
− 4th tiebreaker- Coin flip 
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• *If there is a tie between 3 or more teams, then head to head among all teams involved will be 

used to eliminate as many teams as possible and the surviving teams that remain still tied will 
then use the tiebreaker rules noted above  

21. Playoffs will be single elimination 
• Higher seeded team is home team.  
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